Abstract: The nuclear fluid dynamical model with final
Nuclear viscosity and thermal conductivity [8] [9] [10] [11] the laboratory [8] [9] . This is done in a late stage in the reaction, so that the final distributions depend only negligibly on the exact value of the breakup density PBU ~ 0.5 P 0 [7] [8] [9] .
In order to estimate the differences between light and heavy fragment production, distributions for free nucleons (p,n)
are also calculated [9) . This is done by shifting down the This process is of great importance, as it intimately connects the momentum transfer to be observed in bounce off events with the quantity of central interest, namely the nuclear equation of state P(p,T) [17] . At large impact parameters (b > 6 fm) the invariant cross sections peak more closely to the initial projectile and target momenta. Maxima at finite pT are found even in the azimuthally averaged particle cross sections. Remnants from the squeeze-out can still be seen at small, but finite impact parameters, b ~ 2 fm, thus giving rise to additional out-of-plane jet structures at ecm ~ 90°, ¢ ~ 90° (four jet events [19) ).
The "chemical" composition in various regions of phase space is another observable of great importance, which may yield information on the nuclear equation of state [20] . Since the temperature in the shock zone is much higher than the temperatures in the projectile and target remnants, we expect the predominant emission of free nucleons from the "fireball".
Hence, the jet structure is much more pronounced for bound l . (   IV   12c) . nuc e 1 e.g. ""' ,
The reason for that is twofold: clusters are heavier and thus have a smaller thermal velocity than nucleons at the same temperature, so that their distributions are not broadened as much by thermal effects. In addition, they are produced preferentially in the "cold" parts of the matter distribution, which for the bounce off is just the central part of the projectile and target residues. This effect is seen in distribution from that of all particles. One is thus led to the conclusion that the collective effects should be observable most clearly in, e.g., the a particle distributions. It might be useful to note that first indications for predominant sidewards emission were observed using a-particle detection [2] and that recent data on deuteron and triton emission [15] show sharper sidewards maxima than the protons [1] . Therefore, a detailed calculation of the cluster formation, e.g. in a chemical equilibrium model [12] , is required for a quantitative comparison with future 4n exclusive experiments.
In conclusion, we have shown that triple differential particle cross sections offer a unique tool for the investigation of the complicated reaction dynamics in high-energy heavy ion collisions. Exclusive 4n experiments with single event analysis and special emphasis on production and correlations of 
